Your Guide to Eastern Coastal Loop

This extension to the Eastern Coastal Loop connects some of the most exciting locations in southern Singapore to the east coast and brings a whole host of new activities closer to cyclists, runners and roller blading enthusiasts.

Providing a seamless connection from East Coast Park to the city centre, visitors will be able to soak in the beautiful cityscape views along Marina Bay. Just minutes away are iconic landmarks such as Gardens by the Bay, Marina Bay Sands and the Singapore Flyer.

To explore the heartlands, you can also connect seamlessly to the Central Urban Loop via Kallang Riverside Park.

Tips for a safe and enjoyable trip

For all users
- Hydrate before any physical activity.
- Bring along your handheld, in case of emergency.
- Follow all traffic rules and observe the advisory reminders.
- Look out for other cyclists and pedestrians.
- Keep to the left side of the track.
- Clean up after your pets and keep them leashed.

For cyclists
- Wear helmets that fit well.
- Switch on your front and rear lights when it is dark or visibility is poor.
- Keep within the speed limit of 15km/h and give way to pedestrians.
- Dismount and push your bicycle where necessary.
- Practise safe cycling, do not brake or swerve your bicycle suddenly.

Difficulty level: Easy  Distance: 8.3km  Walking time: 2-3hr • Cycling time: 1hr
HOW TO GET TO THE START POINT

By car
Park at any carpark along East Coast Park, which can be reached via East Coast Park Service Road. Alternatively, park at the Singapore Sports Hub, accessible via Stadium Crescent and Stadium Walk.

By MRT
From Stadium MRT Station, take a 10-minute walk to Tanjong Rhu Promenade via the track at the Singapore Sports Hub.

By bus
Take bus service numbers 158 and 11 to Tanjong Rhu Promenade.
START POINT

1. Tanjong Rhu Promenade

Begin your adventure at the Tanjong Rhu Promenade, which starts at the Tanjong Rhu bridge along Sungei Geylang. Located opposite the Singapore Sports Hub and next to Gardens by the Bay, Bay East, the promenade is a great place to cycle. Travel along the edge of the reservoir and appreciate the stunning views of the city skyline. Many sporting and recreational activities can also be enjoyed here, including dragon boating and football.

2. East Coast Park (via Area A - detour option)

Singapore’s largest park, East Coast Park is among the most treasured urban getaways for the locals. With the wide variety of sporting, dining and recreational activities available, it is no surprise that the park attracts over seven million visitors yearly. Be sure to visit Big Splash and Parkland Green for dining and recreational options, or have a whale of a time on a go-kart at the Road Safety Community Park! Cyclists can also return their rental bicycles to the PCN Pitstop here.

3. Gardens by the Bay, Bay East

Cycle up to this iconic location and enjoy yourself amid the beautiful pavilions, wide open lawns and swaying palm trees. Besides admiring the glamorous Marina Bay Financial District skyline, you can also take breathtaking pictures of the Conservatories and Supertrees. The Gardens offers visitors a quiet place to relax or have a picnic with loved ones. This place is also great for watching a sunset at the end of the day.
**4. Marina Barrage**

A visionary product of the late founding father Mr Lee Kuan Yew, the Marina Barrage creates Singapore’s 15th reservoir, and is the first in the heart of the city. Not only does it showcase Singapore’s efforts towards environmental sustainability, it also doubles up as a place for family fun, where you can enjoy a session of water sports or kite-flying! Go on a rejuvenating jog around this space in the evening for a picturesque view of the area.

**5. Youth Olympic Park**

Located at the entrance of the Helix Bridge, the Youth Olympic Park is Singapore’s very first art park. Get here via the Waterfront Promenade and be inspired by the 27 winning artworks by local youth, which are based on the theme, ‘Aspirations for Life in Singapore’.

**6. Singapore Flyer**

Enjoy breathtaking panoramic views of Marina Bay, our business district and beyond on one of the world’s largest observation wheels, which stands at 165m from the ground.

**END POINT**

**7. Singapore Sports Hub**

Continue on your journey towards the Singapore Sports Hub, a world-class integrated sports, entertainment, and lifestyle hub. Complete the trail back to Tanjong Rhu Promenade.

We hope you have enjoyed the waterfront views of the Eastern Coastal Loop. For another adventure along the Park Connector Network, embark on the Central Urban Loop.
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